Looking back to
the future.
ASSUMPTIONS FOR
A POST COVID-19
WORLD

A crisis is a call for change: making evident what structures,
operations and policies work and mercilessly unmasking
dysfunction and poor management.
Besides the tragedy and fear it is also a time of reflection and
learning. Entire social lives and businesses have been brought to
halt due to lockdown restrictions and many of us take the chance to
look outside the windows of our home offices and - while changing
our perception from actor to observer - to reflect how we as a world
got to where we are and to learn what have to be done better for a
better Future.
Whilst there are many layers of learning we can draw from the
Coronavirus situation. We as the Digital_Thinking School focus on
digital business models and new ways of co-creation.
1. The Value chain is only as strong as the weakest link within it
The Corona crisis clearly exposes the fragility of the global Value
Chains with offshore productions, various subcontractors and
suppliers and just-in-time logistics around the globe. Most
industries are currently experiencing the devastating economical
consequences of missing links due to the global lockdown.
Particularly two challenges become obvious:
a. The fact that the Global Value Chain is dominantly a Chinese
Value Chain – when China stands still the global exchange of goods
is in danger to come to a stand still.
b. The dependency of the Value Chain on the physical presence
of Humans – which makes it highly vulnerable the very moment
humans become a non-functioning risk factor as it’s the case during
a pandemic as Corona.
As a result we might see a stronger onshore repatriation and
diversification of the Value Chain post Corona. Digital technology
and robotics will shorten the cost disparities between China and
Europe and the Internet of Things and machine-to-machine
communication will allow to run Value Chains with Humans
in remote control.

2. Enforcing weightless services and remote work design
Corona enforces and accelerates the continuous transformation of
our economies from physical products towards weightless services
and value creations with bytes, financial transactions, computer
codes, data, applications and e-commerce. We will experience a
big step towards a more and more dematerialized world.
Organizational management that until recently has been stunningly
conservative and organizing their workforce design around
approaches of the second industrial revolution and Hawthorne
studies leadership styles will change.
The recent shutdowns and home office policies manifest that a lot
of the businesses are functioning exclusively with digital means
allowing us an outlook how work will be done much more time and
cost efficiently - and much eco-friendlier - in post Corona times:
remote, decentralized and with interconnected networks.
3. Change towards outcome based business models and selfdriving organizations with cognitive systems
The crisis is a driver for a change of the classical transaction based
business model towards service based models with a shift from
focus on product sales towards solving customer needs with
increasingly personalised service offers.
Corona will also widen the gap between those companies who will
stick to business-as-pre-corona-usual and those who will increase
invest and efforts to apply Internet of Things empowered
possibilities, data management, AI and platform services.
We will see lots of market consolidation and ‘creative destruction’,
where the former will disappear and the latter will prosper and
grow.

4. Need for a global connectivity and worldwide solidarity
The coronavirus pandemic is an unprecedented tragedy that for the
first time affects the entire world community simultaneously. Whilst
we would have expected to see the world leading nations sitting at
a virtual table as very first reaction, so far the crisis responses are
purely run by individual nations with country specific lock down
measures, containment policies and programs to protect and
stimulate the national economies.
What the world needs most now is (digital) connectivity but what
we observe is a disconnect, a lack of reliable and globally shared
data and best practise containment approaches. Which is highly
dysfunctional, especially as it would be an opportunity to treat the
Corona situation as a blueprint for expected future global
challenges - global warming, air pollution, migration movements that in numbers and consequences might be even worse. Global
challenges can only be answered together and in solidarity.
The Digital_Thinking School is a global community to exchange
digital knowledge, ideas and projects, a platform for joint learning
of forward thinking approaches in leadership and co-creation and a
place where we can contribute to a better Future.
We believe in the digitalization and the untapped potential of
Internet of Things, Machine Learning and Data as global utility to
shape the post Corona world - not only as a new stimulus for
innovative business solutions but also as a means for more
connected, knowledgeable and sustainable business operations.
For upcoming events:
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